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Apart from the classical characterization f Eulerian graphs by Eulerian trails and cycle decom- 
positions, there are other characterization theorems due to Toida and McKee, and to Shank 
respectively. However, while the proof of the Toida-McKee characterization theorem uses, part- 
ly, matroid theory, the proof of Shank's characterization theorem is based on considerations of
binary vector spaces. In this paper, elementary graph theoretical proofs of these characterization 
theorems are presented. 
1. Introduction and preliminary discussion 
The "classical" characterization theorems of Eulerian graphs (due to Euler and 
Hierholzer concerning Eulerian trails, and to Veblen concerning cycle decomposi- 
tions) appear in every introduction to graph theory, while other characterization 
theorems, in the form of parity results, have evolved relatively recently. 
In 1973, Toida showed that if G is a graph with precisely two odd vertices u and 
u, then the number of paths joining u and v is odd. Consequently, if e is an arbitrary 
edge of an Eulerian graph, then it belongs to an odd number of cycles [5]. Eleven 
years later, McKee published his paper [3] in which he showed that if a graph G has 
the property that each of its edges belongs to an odd number of cycles, then G is 
Eulerian. McKee derived his result by using matroid theory. Yet another character- 
ization theorem of Eulerian graphs has been published by Shank [4]; he proved that 
a connected graph G is Eulerian if and only if the number of subsets of E(G) each 
of which is contained in a spanning tree of G, is odd. Shank derives his result by 
considering binary vector spaces. 
In this paper, elementary graph theoretical proofs of the above results are 
presented. By the approach chosen in this paper, Toida's main result [5, Theorem 
1], which led to the above necessary condition for a graph to be Eulerian, appears 
as a corollary. Other known parity results (see also [2]) can then be derived as well. 
The terminology of this paper follows that of [1] except hat we speak of cycles 
instead of circuits, and an Eulerian graph need not be connected. In the proof of 
the theorems the following notation will be used. E~CE(G) denotes the set of edges 
incident with oe  V(G). For e, feE(G), Yo(e) (Yo(e,f)) denotes the number of 
cycles containing e, e and f respectively, 2o(e) denotes the multiplicity of e. 
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Moreover, rG denotes the number of subsets of E(G) (including the empty set) con- 
tained in a spanning tree of G, while ra(e) denotes the number of the correspon- 
ding subsets containing e. Furthermore, Ge denotes the graph obtained from G by 
contracting the edge e, C(e) denotes a cycle containing e, while C(e,f)  denotes a cy- 
cle containing e, feE(G) .  For a cycle C of G, sG(C) denotes in G the number of 
cycle decompositions SD {C}, while s G denotes the number of all cycle decom- 
positions of G. Finally, let coc denote the number of paths of G (including paths 
of length 0), while coc~(U, v) denotes the number of paths joining u, v e V(G), and let 
p=p(G) ,  q=q(G)  denote the number of vertices, edges respectively, of G. 
Subscripts will be deleted if such action does not create confusion. For a subgraph 
HCG we define G-H= (E(G) -E (H) ) ,  the subgraph induced by E(G) -E (H) .  
Using some of the above notation we can state the above characterization theorems 
as follows. 
Theorem 1 (Toida-McKee Characterization Theorem). G is Eulerian i f  and only if  
y(e)-= l(mod 2) for  every eeE(G) .  
Theorem 2 (Shank's Characterization Theorem). A connected graph G is Eulerian 
i f  and only if  r--- l(mod 2). 
Theorem 1 implies another way of characterizing Eulerian graphs [2, Corollary 
4.3]. 
Corollary 3. G is Eulerian i f  and only i f  s=- l(mod 2). 
Moreover, Theorem 1 implies [5, Theorem 1] which can be stated as follows. 
Corollary 4. I f  u and v are the only odd vertices of  G, then co(u, v)~ l(mod 2). 
Corollary 4 in turn implies, together with Theorem 1, yet another characterization 
of Eulerian graphs (see also [5, Theorem 3] and [2, Corollary 3.4]). 
Corollary 5. G is Eulerian i f  and only i f  co(u, o)=0(mod 2) for  every u, o ¢ V(G), 
Finally, Corollary 5 implies [2, Corollary 2.7]. 
Corollary 6. In an Eulerian graph on p vertices, co ~-p(mod 2). 
2. The proofs 
We prove the results according to the order in which they were stated. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume w.l.o.g, that G is loopless since the deletion 
of loops does not alter the parity of the degrees nor the parity of y(e) for any edge 
e=uv, u~ev; and if f is a loop, then y ( f )= 1. 
Sufficiency. Let S = {CI, ..., Cn} denote the set of cycles of G, and let G O denote 
the graph obtained from G by replacing every e e E(G) with y(e) edges. Replace e 
with one of these y(e) edges in every C(e) • S and for every e • E(G) in such a way 
that S is transformed into a set S O of edge-disjoint cycles of Go. That is, S O is a cy- 
cle decomposition of Go, i.e., Go is Eulerian by Veblen's characterization theorem. 
Since G is loopless, y(e)=-l(mod 2) by assumption, and by construction we obtain 
for every v • V(G) 
de(v) - ~ y(e) = dco(V) - 0(mod 2). 
e(E~j 
That is, G is Eulerian. 
Necessity. W.l.o.g. G is a connected Eulerian graph. The theorem being vacuous- 
ly true i fp  = 1 (since E(G) =0 by the above assumption), we consider the casep> 1. 
So, there exists e=xyeE(G) ,  x~y.  G e is a connected Eulerian graph. 
For the vertex z • V(Ge) corresponding to the identification of x and y, we define 
the partition 
E z = Ez(x ) U Ez(y) U Ez(xy), 
where 
6(x)  =6-6 ,  Ez(Y) = Ey-Ex,  Ez(xY) = E~A6-  {e}" 
(We retain in G e the "names"  of the edges of G, viewing edges as objects indepen- 
dent, in principle, from their end-vertices. Thus, Ez(xy ) contains the 2G(e)-- 1 loops 
of G corresponding to the 2G(e ) -  1 edges incident with x and y other than e; and 
Ez(Xy) = 0 if ,;ta(e)= 1.) 
For every C : = C(e) C G we have either 
E(C) C Ez(x,y) U {e} 
or  
]E (C)O6(x) l  = r~(c )a~(y) l  = 1. 
This classification of these cycles C plus the notation Ez(x ) = {e i ] i = 1 . . . . .  k} and 
2 := ia(e)  yield 
k k 
ya(e)= E Yce(ei) -2  E yo~(ei, e j )+2-1 .  
i 1 i , j - I  
i<j 
By induction, for every ei• Ez(X) we thus obtain 
Y6 (e) ~ k + ;t - 1 -= 1 (rood 2) 
(note k+2=dc(v) ) .  That is, yo(e) is odd for every e•E(G) .  This finishes the 
proof. [] 
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Proof  of  Theorem 2. Since a loop does not belong to any spanning tree of  G, we 
may assume that G is loopless. Consequent ly if p = 1, then E(G) = 0 and r = 1 since 
G is its own uniquely determined spanning tree. Since KI is an Eulerian graph by 
def init ion, the theorem holds for q=0.  So we assume p> 1, q>0.  
Let ze  V(Ge) be defined as in the proo f  of Theorem 1. Both G e and G e have 
fewer edges than G, G e is connected, while G-e  is disconnected if and only if e is 
a bridge. Denote the set of  subsets of  E(G) contained in a spanning tree of  G by 
M T and define the part i t ion 
MT = MUN,  
where for every M 0•M T, 
Mo~M if and only if e6Mo.  
Since there is a 1-1 correspondence between spanning trees of G e and spanning 
trees of G containing e and a 1-1 correspondence between M() -{e} C E(G e) and 
M 0cM,  we have 
rcj,, -- r~ (e) = !M I- 
By induct ion we have for He {Oe, O-e}  and r - r t t ,  
r -  l (mod2)  if and only if H is Eulerian and connected. (*) 
For  MoCE(G-e)  it fol lows that M 0 belongs to a spanning tree of  G-e  if and only 
if e is not a bridge of  G and M 0 • N. Hence we distinguish between two cases. 
(a) e is not a bridge of  G. Then 
rc;= iMTI -- IM I+IN i  =r ( ; ,+r ( ;  e- (**) 
If G is Eulerian, then Ge is Eulerian as well, while G-e  is not Eulerian. This, (*) 
and (**) yield 
rG =- l (mod 2). 
If G is not Eulerian, and neither of  G~, and G-e  is Eulerian, then we obtain 
similarly 
re; =- 0(mod 2); 
if, however, G,, or G - e is Eulerian, then both are Eulerian (since x and y are, in this 
case, the only odd vertices of  G, where e =xy) ,  and we obtain the same congruence. 
(b) e is a bridge of  G. Then every spanning tree of  G contains e. Thus every 
M 0 • N belongs to a spanning tree of Go, and every M{~• E(Ge) belonging to a span- 
ning tree of G~, is an element of N. Thus we have in this case iM[ = INI,  i.e., 
re; = ]Mr! = 2R;~ = 0(mod 2), 
in accordance with the statement of  the theorem since G is not Eulerian in this case. 
Theorem 2 now follows. [7 
Proof of Coroltarg 3. Let C,, . . . , C,, be the cycles containing eeE(G). If G is not 
Eulerian, then it has no cycle decomposition, so s=O. Whence suppose G is 
Eulcrian. If G is a cycle, then s= 1, so the corollary follows in this case. If G is not 
a cycle, then G, :- G-C, is an Eulerian graph and s, : - sG, = l(1nod 2) by induc- 
tion. Since si=.yG(C,), and since Theorem 1 implies WI = l(mod 2), we have 
s = x s, = m = l(mod 2), 
I=1 
which finishes the proof. 7 
Proof of Corollary 4. Regardless of whether u and o are adjacent in G or not, add 
a new edge e = uu to obtain the Eulerian graph G,,. Denote by C,, .,. , CT,,, ils cycles 
containing e. Since every path P(u, u) joining u and u in G can be extended tu (ob- 
tained from) one of these cycles by adding (deleting) e, we have m = <u(u, u). This 
and Theorem 1 applied to G, yields the validity of Corollary 4. 17 
Proof of Corollary 5. Form G, as in the proof of Corollary 4. The only odd ver- 
tices of G0 are u and o provided G is Eulerian. In this case, w,,,(u, u) = limed 2) by 
Corollary 4, so w~(u, u)=O(mod 2.) since ~1, e, u is one of the paths counted in 
u~~(u, u). On the other hand, if u,(u, u)=O(mod 2) for every adjacenr pair 
U,U 6 V(G), then yG (e) = l(mod 2) for e = uu. The application of Theorem 1 finishes 
the proof. n 
Proof of Corollary 6. Bq’ Corollary 5, W(U, ~1)-.O(mod2) for every II, UE C’(G), 
ufu. This and w=p+ zw(rr, U) imply the conclusion of the corollary. 0 
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